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THE BUDGET

Broadcast by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

(The Right Hon. Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P.) on

Tuesday, 14th April, 1942, after the 9 o’clock

News:*

Many of you will have read or heard already something about the

Budget proposals which I made to the House of Commons this afternoon*

But I am glad to have this opportunity to tell you about them in my own

words and to explain some of the reasons for them*

All of us realise that the war must be paid for. War makes

tremendous demands upon our everyday affairs, upon pur normal rights and

privileges ad indeed upon our very lives themselves. Whn so much is

required find so much has been given we must not, and, we do not, shrink from

financial sacrifice. Not only must we pay heavier taxation; we must

also save to the limit and lend every available penny to the nation. It

is a small thing compared with what others are doing or suffering today
for their, country. War is always a costly business, and this is far and

away the costliest war in history. But when everything we value is at

stoke we do notstop to count the cost. We .are indeed a people united

as never before in the determination to see this thing through to the end

and I know that when the people of this country will the .end - which is

the complete and overwhelming defeat of the enemy -they also will the

means to that end.

To the maximum extent we must pay as we go - not only to raise the

actual money but to avoid that grave social and. financial insecurity which

would follow inevitably ifwe adopted a more, light-hearted and devil-may-

care policy.

It is my aim and hope that we shall never experience the endless

merry-go-round of wages and prices, the indiscriminate sacrifices, and the

terrifying day to day uncertainty which would be our lot if we were to

relax our financial effort, and proved unable to stem the onset of

inflation.
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Another, and, in a way, even more important reason, for high
rates of tax in war-time is that the Budget must he used as one of

the principal means to secure the greatest possible concentration

of the nation on the wareffort, he are all .aware ..that the supply
of goods available to us civilians is much less than in peace-time,
and that very many people have more money in their pockets than they
had before the war. That may be an extremely dangerous situation

unless we act wisely. The needs of the war require that civilian

demands.upon shipping space, labour and materials must be restricted

to the absolute minimum, -

The government has taken many steps, to bring about the necessary

and desirable restrictions. In that important general policy the

Budget must again play its part. It can do so by securing, that a

larger proportion of our incomes goes to pay for the war instead of

our using it, as we might otherwise do, to fight to obtain the greatest

possible share of the goods that are available in the shops. The

success of a war-time budget must indeed be judged not so much by
the amount of revenue which it raises as by the way in which it

serves to concentrate the national effort on the war. That is the

test .which I ask you to apply to. my new proposals.

A year ago : I imposed heavy increases of income tax on practically
all of the community. The need for that heavy taxation

was then I believe fully realised and the burdens forth© most part
have beencheerfully borne. But there is undoubted evidence that,
despite heavy taxation and other restrictions upon demand, civilian

expenditure is still making too great a call upon our national

resources in the form of shipping, man-power and materials. Once

more the weapon of taxation must come to the assistance of all the

other means which the Government is employing to direct still

further the national effort from ordinary civilian channels into

those connected only with the prosecution of the war.
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I think most of you will agree that the income tax increases of

twelve months ago are too recent for me to follow the same method today.
Instead I must turn to the taxation of those articles which, however,
pleasant and comforting, can he regarded either as luxuries or as things

on which we ought to economise in war-time.

We are smoking more than ever "before - and tobacco must he imported
in ships. I have, therefore, found it necessary to increase the tax on

tobacco by 10/- a
1b,

which will mean that the packet of 10 cigarettes

previously sold for 9d. will now he sold for l/- and the. 6 1/2d. packet
at 9d. I am, however, arranging for N.A.A.F.I, to sell cigarettes and

tobacoo to the members of the Navy, Army, Air Force and their Women’s

Services, in this country atpre-Budget prices. This arrangement will he

extended to other approved canteens as soon as possible, Beer must he

subjected to an increased tax of approximately 2d. a pint. The duties

on wines and spirits wall also he considerably increased. The enter-

tainments tax is to he doubled so that, for example, the present duty of

3d. on a l/2d. seat at a cinema will be increased to 6d. The increase

in duty will not, however, apply to seats costing 7d. or less. Finally,
there will be heavy increases of tax on a wide range of articles such as

silk dresses, fur coats, trunks and hags of leather, hide or. skin, musical

instruments and gramophone records (hut not wireless sets), jewellery

and toilet articles such os flapjacks and vanity cases, perfumery and

cosmetics.

You will, I know, realise from what I have said that these items have

not just been chosen out of a hat. Far from it. They fit together into

a definite pattern. I have deliberately and definitely refrained from

taxing any article which could he regarded as a necessity of life. On

the other hand, I have equally deliberately sought to obtain an increased

contribution both'from outright luxuries and from other goods or services

for which there is a heavy and persistent civilian demand, hut ‘Which it

will not hurt us to curtail.

If you examine’the'list of new taxes you will, I think, agree with me

that the amount of the increase to he borne by each individual Is a matter

to he settled by his or - her own choice. All I say is that if we do smoke,

if we do drink beer, spirits or"wine, if we dp buy luxury articles, if we

do go to entertainments, we should not grudge'the higher proportion which

will now he taken in taxation hut rather regard it, as I believe we

shall do, as another contribution to victory.

Even a war-time Budget, however, is not without its compensations..

You will all have heard of the utility clothing which is being introduced

hy the Board of Trade for the purpose of securing that labour and materials

in the clothing trade,, are. used-in the most economical .manner. It is the

definite policy of' the Government to encourage its manufacture for

essential needs and with that object in view. I am proposing to remove the

Purchase Tax front all forms of utility cloth and’clothing approved by the

Board of Trade. The removal of the tax wiĺl take place early in

September when the Board of Trade expect that .there will be ample stocks

of this clothing available.
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The* same concession will he extended to utility hoots and shoes at a

later date when they come forward in adequate volume. This alteration

is, of course, in line with our general stabilisation policy-under which

we have held the cost of living figure steady over the pash twelve months.

We, intend to continue that policy which has been of inestimable value to

our people, especially to those with the smallest incomes.

Another concession which I am glad to have been able to propose

relates to the taxation position of married women, At present, when a

married woman takes on a job she receives a special allowance so that she

does not pay tax on the first £45 of her earnings in the year, I

recognise that this arrangement requires alteration in the circumstances

of today when it is so imperative that as many.married "women as possible
should enter employment, even' If only on a part-time basis, I am,

therefore, proposing: to increase the upper limit for the special
allowance from £45 to £8O for the period of the war. This will mean

that, in the great majority of cases which matter from the point of view

of labour and .production, married couples, where the, wife is earning, will

be treated more favourably thin if they were single persons.

Finally I come to the question of the deduction of income tax from

wages. There ore certain directions in which the system can be improved

and, with that object in view, I have made a number of important

proposals, - I will mention two of them. At the moment, ‘it is laid down

that deduction of tax is not to reduce the .amount left in the pay packet

of any week below 37/6d. in the case of a single man and, if he wishes,

57/6d. in the case of a married man, lam proposing new limits which

will mean that deduction of tax is not to reduce wages in any week below

£2 for a single man, £3 for a married -man, £4 for a married man with one

child and £5 fora married man with two or more children. The liability

to tax will not be altered but wage-earners will thus be amply' safeguarded
from hardship in weeks-when, for one reason cr another, their wages fall

below the normal level of their current earnings.

To meet the case of seasonal workers whose .wages, for example, are

higher in the. summer than in the winter, I an also proposing special

arrangements which Will aim at securing a more even spread of the deduction

throughout the year.

You will all remember the arrangement which I-.made last year that a

proportion of the income tax which you pay should he credited to you in

the post Office Savings Bank or a Trustee Savings Bank at a date to he

fixed after the war. That arrangement will he continued in the

forthcoming year and to make sure that .all fully appreciate the value

and importance of these post-war credits I am taking steps to provide an

Offical Certificate showing the amount of the credit in each case.

Those are my chief Budget proposals. They form a practical, and

realistic plan devised to fit the national requirements as they exist

today. Taxation of the articles which we like to consume, and have been

accustomed to consume, is, I know, not a painless process. It ,Is,

however, a necessary part of our war effort. On that basis and in that

spirit it will, I am sure, be accepted by each and every, one of us.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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